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Product Description 

VHT® Wrinkle Plus™ Coating 

combines strong colors with a deep rich 

texture for a custom look, it is 

temperature resistant to 350° F (177° 

C) and is ideal for adding a touch of 

personal styling to almost any metal 

surface. It resists color fading, grease, 

degreasers, and severe weather 

degreasers.   

Product Characteristics 

Colors: Black and Red 

Finish: Flat 

Properties 

Product Weight: 6.38 lb/gal 

Flash Point: Propellant < 0° F 

Application 

Caution: For maximum product 

performance read entire label and directions 

prior to paint application.  

Prepare surface by removing loose paint, 

dirt, rust, grease, wax, etc. For best results 

use grease and wax remover to clean 

surface. Scuff /sand surface with a Red 

Scotch Brite pad or equivalent until bare 

metal. Wipe surface down again with grease 

and wax remover.  

Mask off surrounding areas to protect from 

overspray. Use at temperatures between 60° 

F (16° C) and 95° F (35° C). 

Shake can vigorously for one full minute 

after mixing ball moves freely. Shake can 

for 10 seconds after each minute of use. To 

spray, hold can parellel 8 to 10 inches from 

surface being painted and use in an even, 

sweeping motion. Apply at least three heavy 

coats in a crosshatch pattern. First coat 

vertically, second coat horizontally, and 

third coat diagonally. Allow five minutes 

between each coat. A relatively heavy film 

thickness is required for the product to 

wrinkle.  

This paint dries very slowly. A “wrinkle” 

finish does not appear immediately after 

spraying. Allow 2 hours to air dry. If paint 

fails to wrinkle or wrinkles in an uneven 

pattern, apply an additional coat of paint in 

unwrinkled areas. Although paint appears 

dry, avoid any contact with surface for at 

least 24 hours. Allow 48 hours or more 

before reassembling parts.  

The EZ Touch ™ Nozzle results in 50% 

less finger fatigue than a standard 

nozzle,  as well as  allowing greater 

coverage and less overspray.  

Curing 

VHT Wrinkle Plus only attains its unique 

properties after correct curing.  

Off of Vehicle: Bake at 200° F (93° C) for 

20 minutes.  

On the Vehicle: The inherent heat of engine 

operation will also accomplish curing.  

Note that this may cause the wrinkles to be 

tighter. 

Packaging 

Fill Weight: 11.25 oz 

Per Case: 6 cans 

Case Weight: 5.82 lbs 

Cases/Pallet: 156 

Units/Pallet: 936  

Uses   

Valve Covers, Metal Dashboards, 

Glove Boxes, Starters, Door Panels, 

Shifters, Alternators, and Firewalls.  

Surfaces: 

 Metal & Plastic 

Coating System 

VHT provides a multi-high 

performance coating system for the 

ultimate in protection and quality. The 

system includes surface preparation, 

primer, and paint.  

Prep SP445 Prep Spray 

Prime SP148 Engine Primer 

Coat SPxxx Wrinkle Plus Color 

Wrinkle Plus™ Coating 
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